
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 

HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – JULY & AUGUST 2019 

**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 

DURING JULY & AUGUST 2019 

 
1. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 08.07.19 at about 07.40 hrs at DIG yard of BZA division, 

DGS 429 machine while backing from DIG Hot Axle siding to Loop line via Point No. 18, leading 

trolley trailing wheel derailed towards RH side point No. 18A. 

Cause of the accident:  On duty SM/DIG altered point No. 18A without ensuring clearance of 

DGS machine movement which is moving towards sand hump thus resulted in leading trolley 

trailing wheel derailed. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri. J.Sandeep/Station Master/DIG. 

Secondary: Sri. T.Durga Prasad SSE/TM/BZA 

Matters brought to light:  

1. DGS Machine operator, SM and pointsman performing shunting ensure proper constant 

communication among them and also should ensure the assigned shunt movement is 

completed in all respects, then only SM should operated the points. 

2. SM has not recorded in shunting order (T-806) like movements to be done, signals which are 

to be passed at ‗ON‘ with proper reasons. 

3. In stable load Register, no entry has been made in regard to occupation of DGS machine in 

hot axle siding. 

4. It is observed that DGS machine are shunted without proper authority. 

 

2. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 15.07.2019 at SNF yard of SC division, while moving 

Train No. SNAG consisting of 32 BCNLs & Brake van from Goods shed -2 CWC, 4 BCN wagons 

on point No.3 at 08.30 hrs. 

Cause of the accident: During the forward movement point No.3 got trailed through and while 

backing over the same trailed through point, the wagons have taken two routes and derailed 

Responsibility:  

Primary; Pointsman who was on the loco 

Secondary: shunter 

 

3. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 21.07.2019 at 12.28 hrs at BZA yard of BZA division, 

while negotiating the turnout of Pt No. 20A from Road-12 of through yard to down yard of BZA, 

one wagon 12th from the Brake van had derailed by mounting on the tongue rail of Point No. 20A 

and travelling for a distance of 7.27m and drop in between stock and tongue by  loading trolley 

leading wheel to right side of the track. 

Cause of the accident: failed to offer for train examination even after travelling more than 

400km with GLP check. 

Responsibility:  

Primary; Nil 

Secondary:  

1. Dy.CHC/BSP/SECR 

2. Sri. J.S.Vasu, Dy.CHC/WAT/ECoR 



Matters brought to light:  

1. 20% of the goods trains were running with invalid BPCs is highly unsafe. 

2. The system of running freight trains without examination by TC order is gross violation which 

is likely to affect safety adversely.. 

 

4. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 23.07.2019 at RUSG yard/BDCR of SC division. 

Godavari 9/KTPG load with push pull Loco leading 27426 and banker 27428 started from RUSG 

siding for weighment at 11.55 hrs from Road 1 to Road 2 cross over point, after passing heel of 

crossing from Road 1 to Road 2 Loco front truck all wheels got derailed at KM 09/2 to 08/35 at 

about 12.03 hrs. 

Cause of the accident: Wheel flange hitted CMS nose got derailed after travelling 3.5 meters 

Responsibility: SSE/P.Way/BDCR. 

 

5. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 25.07.19 at Raghunathapalli station of SC division, Train 

No.BCN ‘E‘, while entering on DN loop line passed the starter signal No.S-27 at ‖ON‖ at about 

13.45 hrs and entered into sand hump. After train stopped LP backed the train up to the starter 

signal. The distance from starter signal to sand hump where the train stopped is about 64 

meters. 

Cause of the accident: LP and ALP were not alert before the starter signal and failed to ensure 

stopping short of the signal, thus caused the ‗SPAD‘. 

Responsibility: 

Primary:  

1. Sri. B. Sri Kri shna, LP/Goods/SNF 

2. Sri. Mukesh Kumar, Sr.ALP/SNF 

Matters brought to light: NIL 

1. In this case LP was served call book at 01.50 hrs. He signed ‘ON‘ at 04.15 hrs at SNF took 

charge of the train at 06.15 hrs & started the train at 07.35 hrs. The time for serving call book 

to actual time of departure(PDD) of train is 5 hours & 45 minutes. 

2. This train had taken 6 hours & 10 minutes to travel a distance of about 95 KM i.e. from SNF 

to RGP. 

 

6. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 29.07.2019 at PBN station of NED division, Train No.87515 

arrived at 05.24 h rs. Dy.SS/PBN taken line clear for train No. 57515 but forget to operate block 

instrument and taken off first loop line starter No. S-11 and LSS(not obeyed). After taking off 

starter at 5.26 hrs train started from platform No.1 and passed starter in ‗off‘ position and passed 

LSS at ‗ON‘ at 05.29 hrs and stopped at 400 meters from LSS. LP demanded re-start memo 

from SM/PBN. SS/PBN issued restart memo instead of PLCT. 

Cause of the accident: LP failed to observe the aspect of LSS and failed to demand correct 

ATP. SM/PBN failed to ensure taking off of LSS and failed to issue correct ATP when train 

entered block section without authority to proceed. (train entered block section with improper 

ATP comes under Breach of Block Rules) 

Responsibility: 

Primary: 

1. Sri. Bipin Kumar/SM/GNH 

2. Sri. Nandaa kumar verma/PLP/NED 

3. Sri. Md. Irfan Ansari/Sr.ALP/NED 

Secondary:NIL 

Blameworthy: 



1. Sri. Ramavtar Sharm/Dy.SS/PIZ 

2. Sri. Ram pravesh Kumar/Guard/PAU. 
 

Matters brought to light: Station Masters are using auto phones for obtaining/granting line clear 

from other station even though block phone is working. 

 

7. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 04.08.2019 at 06.30hrs, at VTPS siding(KI), while 

bringing five BOSN loads with one empty from C siding to Road No.12, last wagon BOXN empty 

WR BOXNM 110080002641 derailed and dragged 87.45 meters distance and srtopped. 

Cause of the accident: due to partial unloading of coal by tippler. 

Responsibility: 

      Primary: NTTPS authorities 

Matters brought to light:  

1. NTTPS authorities not ensured complete unloading of wagon and performed shunting. 
2. After derailment, the wagon has dragged 87.45, it shows while performing shunting 

precautions were not taken. 
3. It also shows shunter might have gone excess speed while performing shunting. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Before giving movement to any empty wagon, it should be ensured that the wagon is 

completely unloaded. 

2. Trained shunting staff should be deputed. 

3. Shunting speed should be observed by the shunters. 

 

8. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 09.08.2019 at GY yard of GTL division, while shunting 

was being done in Gooty yard in siding 1 and siding 2 by attaching and detaching wagons, one 

BOXN-R wagon :SR 25061249014 got derailed duly breaking the buffer stop, travelling on rail 

beyond buffer stop , on the earth and then finally breaking the compound wall near the booking 

office and then stopped.  All 8 wheels of the wagon got derailed. Around 2.0 meeters of 

compound wall got damaged.  

Cause of the accident: not using brake power and not ensuring movement of rear vehicles by 

sending pointsman 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri. T.koteswara Rao, Shunting master –II/GY 

Secondary: nil 

Blameworthy: Sri. B.K.Prasad, SMR incharge/GY 
Matters brought to light: nil 

 

9. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 16.08.2019, between TUNI – GLU station of BZA division, 

ACLE (Loco No. 24522/WAG-7/JHS passed IB signal at \ON‘ at about 06.17 hrs. The train 

stopped after passing a distance of 30 m from IB and was backed to the foot of the IB by LP 

without any authority. Cleared ―GL‖U at 06.50 hrs. 

Cause of the accident: Neither LP judged the braking distance nor ALP opened RS emergency 

brake in time. 

Responsibility: 

Primary:  

1. Sri. A.V.R.Krishna, LP/Goods/RJY. 

2. Sri. P. Srihari. ALP/RJY 

Secondary: NIL 



Blameworthy: Sri.P.V.V.Satyanarayana, DI/RJY 
Matters brought to light:  

1. Before ACLE, 57229 passenger cleared at 06.16 hrs, but SM/GLU presumed to operated 

block instrument but failed to operate the block instrument to line clear position. 

 

10. Brief of the Accident (Collision): On 17.08.2019 at 19.18 hrs at VTPS of BZA division, while 

performing shunting Loco No. 220 with BOBRN load hit the Loco No. 152 with BV resulted side 

collision and derailment of both locos and BOBRN and BV in NTTPS siding. 

Cause of the accident: negligence of both drivers 220 loco and 152 loco of siding and also n 

on observance of shunting speed while performing shunting. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Both drivers of 220 loco and 152 loco. 

Secondary: NIL 

Blameworthy: ADE/CHP-III & IV /Dr.BTTOS & ADE/CHP-I & II/Dr.NTTPS 

Matters brought to light: 

1. On duty drivers who are performed shunting are not having any competency certificates. 

2. There is no shunting staff available. 

3. There is no proper adequate lighting facilities in that area 

4. Shift in charges instructed the driver to perform shunting without ensuring sequence. 

 

11. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 18.08.2019 at at VTPS of BZA division, while 

admittingdownKIgoods train from Down main line of KI station to Road-12 of VTPS siding, after 

entering VTPS siding in point No.5 front trolley leading  two pair of wheels of leading 

loco(23722/WAG-5A/ET) got derailed towards left side at 11.52 hrs.  

Cause of the accident: failure of VTPS authorities in not providing a proper tongue rail when it 

was renewed on 31.07.2019 and provde proper housing and opening. 

Responsibility 

Primary: VTPS authorities 

Matters brought to light:  

1. The proforma maintained by the VTPS authorities for checking the  points and crossings is 

totally non standard. They may be advised to maintain the proforma as per IRPWM. 

2. The points were fixed with non standard cotter pins which will not ensure gap in points.  

 

12. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 26.08.2019 at Mrs.Orient Cement ltd. Siding/CT of 

SC division, Train No.ANG/Loni goods hauled by Loco Nos. 12813 + 70590/KZJ 

consisting of 42 BCN wagons loaded with Cement with one brake van, while coming to 

Chittapur station one wagon (BCNL/SR/30069233422) next to engine WADI end 

derailed by front trolley on siding line. Main line not affected. 

Cause of the Accident: track defects contributed by uneven loading.  

Responsibility: M/s. Orient Cement Ltd/Chittapur for not maintaining track properly and 
for uneven loading. 
Matters brought to light: NIL 
Suggestions and Recommendations: NIL 

 

13. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 26.08.2019 at 16.15 hrs, at RUSG/BDCR of SC division, 

Train No.GVD 12/KTPG 59 BOBR + 1 BVZI with Loco no. 27516 leading + 27836 Banker. While 



performing EOL of 53rd wagon No. NWR72110601873 BOBR front trolley two wheels got 

derailed below the bunker at KM No. 9/9-10. 

Cause of the accident: coal on the track fallen from bunker and improper cleaning of the coal 

on the track which obstructed the wheel movement is the cause of derailment. 

Responsibility: RUSG/SCCL authorities. 

 

14. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 28.08.2019 at 00.35 hrs, at SCRM siding/MMZ station 

of SC division, Train No. EOG load 59+1 BOXNS with Loco No.31301/BIA, while going to SCRM 

siding for loading at about 00.35 hrs, wagon No. ER 2402191042 BOXNS empty 42nd from loco 

leading trolley all four wheels got derailed at KM No. 0/4-5 between MMZ-SCRM siding.  

Cause of the accident: derailment caused may be uneven residual coal. 

Responsibility:  

Primary: CTPS/NTPG/CD/CR siding authorities for incomplete unloading. 

 

15. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 29.08.2019 at RUSG/BDCR of SC division, while 

placing BOXN/KTPG load on line no.7 of V& VI stage at oo.30 hrs, loco was detached for shunt 

movement from line 7 to line 6, Loco no.27704 & 27249 MU rear loco one pair of wheels, 

number 7 and 8 got derailed at KM KTPS/84-57 on plain track. 

Cause of the accident: excessive slewing of track by whick sharp curve that is 15 degree is 

formed is a cause of accident. 

Responsibility: KTPS/TS GENCO authorities. 

 

During the safety audit inspection of Kazipet station and KZJ - SC section of 

Secunderabad division on 06.08.2019 & 07.08.2019  the following irregularities are 

noticed: 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
SMR Office & DY.SS/Office: 

 Monsoon Patrolling: This is in force between KZJ-PQL stations.  As per chart it begins 

at 16.40 hrs and ends at 05.40 hrs on the next day. But the said Paroling is worked 

between 22.40 hrs to 05.40 hrs. Patrolling shall be done as per Patrol charts. 

 Stabled Load Register: Perused the register and found that PNs are not exchanged 

when loads are Stabled/Cleared from R-1 to R-7 between Dy.SS/PF and Goods Cabin 

and RRI. When coaching trains are stabled, PNs are not exchanged between Dy.SS/PF 

and RRI 

 There is no practice of Exchanging PN with SCOR when loads are stabled on non-

running lines. 

Route Relay Interlocking(RRI) cabin  

 Joint Inspection Register for TRD and S&T Bonds: Noticed that Joint inspection for 

the 2nd half during 2018 was not done. Deficiencies noticed during 1st half and 2nd half 

for the year 2017 were not complied up to the date of inspection. 

 Power Block:There is no practice of issuing safety certificate by SSE/TRD to operating 

staff after completion of power block with Tower Wagon which is against S.R. 1708 of 

G&SR. 

 S&T failure Register:On 17.05.2019, PLCT was issued at PQL for 47205 due to BPAC 

failure but there is no entry in the S&T failure Register. 



 Authority: On 12.06.19 T/369(3b) was issued to 67574 Hyderabad – Warangal 

passenger for the failure of S/31 Advanced starter with PN 42 instead of PLCT. Station 

Master may be sent for refresher course without TA. 

By Pass Cabin ( F/Cabin) : 

 Safety Point Alarm to comply with SR.3.38 (2) is not provided. 

 Fire Alarm with Audio /Video indication provided in the Relay room, but there is no such 

indication provided in the Dy.SS/Room. 

 The Signal put back memos were prepared as record but not served to the  LPs due to 

non availability of Pointsman. Hence, it is advised that a Pointsman may invariably  be 

provided at By Pass cabin,  to assist the Dy.SS in the eventuality of  abnormal working 

for handing over written authorities, clamping of points etc... 

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 
 

KZJ station/yard: 

1. Checked Point No.158A & 158B,1 in 81/2 FSL, PSC 60kg single slip lay-out with Diamond 

Crossing which is laid on 03/2019. Some of GFN liners in crossing portion are missing. After 

laid in 03/2019 till now no supervisors/officer inspected this point. 

2. Diamond crossings D1 & D2 on BZA end: Alignment needs rectification. 

SSE/P.Way/Central/KZJ Office: 

a. Codes & Manuals are to be updated including Engineering Standing Orders (Upto 82). 

b. SSE/P.Way/GNP & JE/P.Way/PQL to update their knowledge regarding preservation of 

clues in accident spots, taking track measurements/procedure etc., 

c. Efforts shall be made to fill the vacancies of artisan staff, track maintainers and keymen. 

Rear Window Inspection from KZJ-SC section on 07.08.19 by 18645exp: 

1. Pt No.13B KZJ yard SC end : Crossover of Turnout curve alignment needs attention. 

2. Elec loco shed: sloped angles on the compound wall along the track appears to be quiet 

close to the moving dimensions, needs to be checked for any SOD infringement. 

3. km323/4-6 – Pt No.102B & LC approach: Cross level and loose packing attention is needed. 

4. At  312 KM, a gate is closed recently. Gate lodge to be dismantled and proper trenching and 

barricading to be done to avoid unusual incidents. 

5. Released rails/panels are to be trucked out to appropriate locations from mid section at KMs 

289, 281,282, 283 & 284. 

6. New rail panels wherever unloaded for TRR work are laying on sideways with head touching 

the ground. They should be made head upwards and stacked as per IRPWM instructions. 

7. Reference pillars, LWR/SEJ particulars display boards at SEJ locations are to be ensured 

between KZJ-SC section. 

8. ALER station, PF No.1 coping stones are damaged at isolated locations. 

9. Guard rail at KM 261/18, under ROB No.363A is to be ensured; provide correct location. 

Guard rail not provided under ROB in KM 237. 

10. During the year 2018-19, 29 Rail/Weld failures have taken place in SC-KZJ section. Out of 

this 23 failures are in TRR sanctioned locations. 18KMs class–1 rail panels are required to 

complete TRR. It should be expedited & completed before onset of winter in 2019-20, to 

avoid recurrence of failures. 



11. 50KMs deep screening by BCM was sanctioned & riding is very hard at these locations. To 

be deep screened on priority. 

12. On 20.07.19, there was a rail breakage reported at ALER at KM 261/24 on DN line  in which  

12 inch rail head was fallen down due to crack originated through OHE bond wire hole. It is a  

serious failure which endangering safety. Strictly follow the instructions given in the PCE 

Lr.dated 02.01.2017. 

13. Existing Trolley refuges were damaged by RVNL on DN line side from MLY to GT, should be 

repaired. 

14. ACP setting handle wire in the  inspection carriage was in hanging loosely and making 

unusual sound. Checked at ZN and tied the same. 

15. TFR-33km. Progress-15km, Materials for 5 km available.  Required for 13 km.  Necessary 

indents/requisitions could be submitted. 

16. Through turn-out Renewal 400 sets sanctioned. This year – 100 sets scope. TWS urgently 

required 40 turnouts. TWS – 40 sets identified, 10 sets completed, balance 30 sets required. 

17. km257/21-17:LC approach and curve SE to be attended. 

18. km255/3-5: Alignment and cross level to be attended. 

19. Bhongir station: Cuttings in approach of station proper masonary side drain to be made. 

20. km234/15-17: Cross level and packing to be attended. 

21. Bibinagar station: Approaches of yard, drainage to be improved duly making proper side 

drains. 

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T  Department:; 
1. The sealing provided for EWN, EUYN was not proper. 

2. As per the SWOD alteration 6 was shown for LC 57 A closure, but the same was not 

replicated in the SIP. Communication to LC 57 A was showing in the SIP without any 

alteration. 

3. The following signals implantation was less than the SOD. The same are to be rechecked at 

site and necessary condonation obtained:- Sh. Signal Nos - 26/SH.2 , 10, 45, 49, 57, 77, 83, 

4. The following registers were checked.  

a. Joint Points & crossings — Point No. 101A, LH & RH housing to be attended   

b. Track bonding diagram — very old document, without any signature, the same to be 

updated. Conversion of point track circuit to series not updated in track bonding diagram. 

5. Manuals were not available for data loggers, ELD, fire alarm, DG set etc. 

6. It is seen that there is an increase of 18% in signal failure incidences as per SFR for 4 

months period i.e. April to July, 2019 with respect to the corresponding period of last year 

against the target for 5% reduction. 

7. All station in SC-KZJ section has got voice channel connectivity for Data Loggers, to be 

replaced with E1 channel for improving the stability and reliability of total net work. 

 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 
 

Inspection of crew lobby: 

1. Number of cases of invalid BPC was reported. Trains are running with GDR check of the 

loaded trains. Division has to put efforts to avoid the same and duly ensure valid BPC. 

2. 66 abnormalities were reported by the Loco Pilots in the month of July, 2019 in different 

categories i.e. Engineering (05 cases), S&T (21 cases), Loco (33 cases), and miscellaneous 

(07 cases) were attended and feedback was given by concerned departments to lobby as 

well as to LPs through SMS.  



a) Feedback has not complied till date and LSS height was not increased. 

b) They did not mentioned about lurch and its repercussions. 

c) Whenever Home signal no.1 was taken “OFF”, reasons for taking off shunt signal 

SH-8 to be enquired.  

d) On 20.5.2019 LP of train no.12578 made a remark that ―through signals are given for 

train no.12578 express, which has a schedule halt. Train stopped as per WTT and 

informed to TLC/SC.‖As per feedback SM was counselled. Enquiry should be 

conducted and defaulters should be taken up under D&AR. 

3. KZJ Crew lobby total crew booking in a day an average of the 400 SIGN/ON and 400 

SIGN/OFF with 92% fetch as per rule. 

4. 9 hrs compliance:-More than 12 hrs working cases are on high side .It should be reduced 

with the co-operation of Operating Department. 

5. KZJ depot is having a huge number of vacancies. Action plan has to be formulated for 

immediate filling up of the vacancies to reduce the overtime, 09 hours and 12 hours cases 

etc. 

6. Inspected KZJ bi-pass yard and train No.SGWF arrived bi-pass at 16.00 hrs. and it was 

observed that, BP guage was not provided in the brake-van as adopter was not available 

with the guard. 

7. Crew out of Headquarters details more than 72hrs: During the month of April & May 

2019 each one case, during the month June & July 2019, 3 & 6 cases are recorded. It 

should be come to zero. 

KZJ OHE Depot. 

1. Depot is lagging in Maintenance of turnouts, crossovers, Section Insulators. Annual Over 

Hauling of Cantilevers, Periodic Over Hauling of Cantilevers. 

Division should put all efforts to complete the shortfall maintenance schedule. 

5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 
 

C&W ACTIVITIES: Distributor found without Polythene because of which moisture and other  

foreign material may enter which effect the working of DV. 

INSPECTION OF COACHING DEPOT/KZJ: 

1. It was observed that necessary Gauges for testing of the Rake was not available in the Chg 

Rake maintenance office. Separate set of all gauges are to be procured urgently for Rake 

maintenance. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION …….. 
LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS 

S.R.5.13.1. The Loco Pilot shall, before moving on the Stop signal taken ‗off ‘ for him, 

observe the hand signals of the Railway servant conducting shunting, whenever 

necessary. The shunting staff need not accompany during shunt movements of light 

engine(s) on to a free line governed by fixed signals. In case of any doubt or when the 

line is not clear of obstruction, the engine(s) shall be accompanied and hand signalled 

by Shunting Staff. 

ATTENTION ……..GUARD OF THE TRAIN 
 
S.R.4.64.1.1. The Station Master and the Guard of the material train are jointly 
responsible for ensuring – stabling and securing of material train  
 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering  & S&T Officials 
S.R. 3.51.6(second para)In the case of joint works involving Engineering department, a 
special mention may be made in the form S&T (T/351) as ―Joint-work with Engineering 
department‖. The Station Master‘s signature on the acknowledgement copy is the 
authority for the signal branch to commence the work. After the work is completed, the 
person in-charge of the work shall jointly test with the Station Master such signals, 
points, lock bar, gears etc., and then fill up the second part of the form S&T (T/351) 
(Reconnection Notice) and obtain the signature of the Station Master on the copy of 
‗Acknowledgement of the disconnection/reconnection notice‘. The signature of the 
person in-charge of the work on the reconnection notice is the authority for the Station 
Master to resume normal working. 

ATTENTION …….. 
STATION MASTERS 

5.01. Responsibility of the Station Master for working.–– 

(2) The Station Master shall see that all signals, points, gates of level crossings and the 

whole machinery of his station are in proper working order and shall immediately report 

all defects therein to the proper authority. 


